
Serviceable tire assemblies are considered dangerous

since they are typically inflated to high pressure. 

 

Essentially, when tire assemblies are shipped by air,

the pressure inside the tire increases once the plane

reaches altitude. This rise in pressure could cause an

over-inflated tire to explode in the cargo hold and

compromise the structural integrity of the aircraft. 

 

Aircraft tires that are not mounted on the rim are not

considered dangerous as they are not under pressure

and do not pose a safety hazard.

WHEN ARE AIRCRAFT TIRES
CONSIDERED DANGEROUS GOODS?

It’s critical to understand that some airlines

have their own set of rules. For instance, some

may not accept tires at all or they may accept

them and assemblies at some airports, but

not at others.

 

To know the exact specifications up front and

allow the transportation partner to map out the

most expedient routes taking all aspects into

consideration, check if your shipments meet

the IATA (International Air Transport

Association) or 49 CFR (Code of Federal

Regulations). Be sure to visit:

 

• IATA.org  

• eCFR.gov

• PHMSA.dot.gov (Pipeline and Hazardous

Materials Safety Administration)

• FAA.gov

KNOW THE HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS REGULATIONS

SHIPPING AIRCRAFT 
TIRE ASSEMBLIES 
BY AIR

https://www.faa.gov/hazmat/resources/regulations/
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There are primarily two sets of rules

regarding the transportation of tire

assemblies via air: the International

Air Transport Association (IATA) and

the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations

(49 CFR). While the IATA regulation is

recognized virtually worldwide,

shippers must refer to 49 CFR for tire

assemblies being transported to,

from or within the United States.

 

According to the IATA blue pages,

tire assemblies that are inflated

above their maximum rated pressure

may not be shipped by air. Inflated

tire assemblies that are

unserviceable, damaged or, again,

inflated above the maximum rated

pressure are also forbidden.

 

However, IATA Provision A59 allows

shippers to transport tire assemblies

by air as non-restricted items when

unserviceable or damaged tire

assemblies are fully deflated, or

when serviceable tire assemblies are

inflated at or below the maximum

WHAT ARE THE RESTRICTIONS?
rated pressure for that specific tire –in

this case, special packaging is

required to protect the tire and valve

assemblies from damage.

 

49 CFR essentially calls for the

shipper to disqualify the shipment

from being classified as a different

type of commodity. For tires filled with

compressed air, the shipper must first

determine that the compressed air

used to inflate them contains no more

than 23.5% oxygen. If the oxygen

level is higher, the shipment would be

classified as UN3156, compressed

gas, oxidizing, NOS (new old stock)

and the tire assembly would be

prohibited from air transport, as the

tire itself does not meet the packaging

requirements for this commodity.

 

Tire assemblies inflated with

compressed air and those inflated

with nitrogen are exempt from the

packaging requirement of 49 CFR

§173.302

WHAT ARE THE SHIPPER’S RESPONSIBILITIES?
Besides ensuring that the tire assembly shipments meet IATA or 49 CFR
requirements as applicable, a shipper must also:
  
• Complete all appropriate paperwork
 
• Know exactly what's being shipped –an unmounted tire is not
considered dangerous goods, an unserviceable or damaged tire
assembly must be deflated, or a serviceable tire assembly that’s inflated
at or below the maximum rated tire pressure is typically moved as an
unrestricted item
 
• Indicate on the Bill of Lading the type of tire assembly commodity
being shipped
 
• Inform the transportation partner that the shipment is a tire assembly 
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